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international Law Enforcement Agencies and Military 
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Detego® Ballistic Imager is the world’s fastest patented forensic imaging tool and an obvious choice for Tactical Media 
Exploitation (TME) and Digital Media Exploitation (DOMEX) investigations. Detego® Ballistic Imagers’ field-proven and 
unique capability, minimises acquisition times in the critical, time-pressured environments, often encountered by Police, 
Military and Intelligence Agencies. 

Detego® Ballistic Imager forensically copies Hard Disk Drives (HDD) in minutes (without the need for removal). Its 
intuitive interface allows both non-technical and technical users with a 20-minute training overhead to deploy 
Detego® Ballistic Imager against operating systems including Windows, Apple Mac and Linux systems and is
forensically sound, with MD5, SHA1 and SHA256 validation. 

Typically   deployed    in 
 
Covert Operations, Surveillance, Border Security, Senstive Site, ‘Tactical Media Exploitation’ and Corporate Investigations  
— where time management is critical, imaging ‘Hard Disk Drives’ in minutes, without removing drives.

Ballistic   will   indicate   the   expected   acquisition   
time   and   how   full   the   data   collectors   are 

Portable   power   in   your   pocket 

Some of the biggest obstacles operatives and investigators have is juggling heavy equipment and learning time consum-
ing software. With these obstacles in mind, we have designed the tool to be simple-to-use, by non-technical operators 
and it can be deployed on small media, such as USB and SSD drives. 

Rapid    imaging 

MCM Solutions understands modern field operations and
investigations require previously unattainable speeds. Our 
ground-breaking data speed examples of Ballistics are as 
follows:     

8GB RAM    -  under 18 seconds 
128GB Drive  -  under 5 minutes  
256GB Drive  -  under 8 minutes  
512GB Drive  -  under 23 minutes 
1TB Drive    -  under 35 minutes



®

MCM Solutions is a British Company that has developed a range of innovative, digital data based solutions, 
predominantly around covert and overt rapid data acquisition and instant, often automated, intelligence and 
analysis.

Detego    Ballistic Imager is one of MCM Solution’s digital data acquisition, forensics, intelligence analysis and
eDiscovery tools, used by Military, Governments, Police, Law Enforcement Agencies, and Enterprises on a global scale.

Please call +44 (0) 1403 267 176, visit www.mcmsolutions.co.uk, 
or email sales@mcmsolutions.co.uk 
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For more powerful analysis and acquisition features, please enquire about our 
tools within the Detego  Suite. ®


